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Introduction 

The detriment-adjusted nominal risk coefficients recommended 
by ICRP have been based, to a large extent, on data obtained 
from the atomic bomb survivors in Japan.  

 
• Because their exposure was a single acute exposure, and 

because it was thought that the most plausible biological 
model for the dose response relationship should be linear 
quadratic (which implies a larger slope at high doses than a 
low doses), many international and national relevant bodies, 
such as UNSCEAR, BEIR, and also ICRP have used over the 
years a Dose and Dose-Rate Effectiveness Factor (DDREF) 
for estimates of these coefficients at low doses. 
 

• A value of 2 was used by ICRP for low-dose and low-dose rate 
exposures, which are typical in radiation protection.  
 

• With more epidemiological information becoming available, 
UNSCEAR 2006 has recently re-evaluated the mortality data 
of Japanese atomic bomb survivors using a flexible class of 
Bayesian models that accounted for dose response curvature 
and has estimated risk coefficients that are similar to the ICRP 
estimates using high doses and a DDREF value of 2.  
 

• However, in their 2006 report the BEIR committee (BEIR VII) 
used a different Bayesian approach and recommended a 
DDREF of 1.5. 

Scope 

The Task Group reviews the currently available information on 
the estimation of risk coefficients and recommends: 

• Whether it is desirable to continue to estimate risk at low 
doses by assessing the slope of the dose response at high 
doses and then applying a DDREF reduction factor.  

• The alternative is to adopt the UNSCEAR approach of 
inferring the risk coefficients at low doses by using a flexible 
class of dose response models fitted using Bayesian 
methods. 

• Whether such coefficients are applicable to acute, protracted 
and prolonged exposure or need additional correction. 

• The Task Group will develop a report for publication in the 
Annals of the ICRP that presents a review of the current 
science relevant to the estimation of risk at low doses and 
dose rates, and provides recommendations on how this risk 
should be estimated for radiological protection purposes. 
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